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New letter

In pole position at the French
F1 Grand Prix
Interview du directeur
du resort Dolce Fregate
Provence, Guy Robert.

FORMULA 1
PAUL RICARD
ORGANIZATION CIRCUIT
How did the in-house
organization adapt to host F1
teams?

What does Guy Robert think of the
famous circuit in view of the road
access problems for spectators?

DOLCE FRÉGATE PROVENCE
IN POLE POSITION AT THE
FRENCH FORMULA ONE
GRAND PRIX
The return of the Grand Prix de France in the Var has
boosted the economic sector, and tourism in particular.
Dolce Frégate Provence resort, one of the region’s main
operators and a major player as host of F1 teams.
A look back at the event; news, stories and interview
with the resort manager.

F1 DRIVERS
How did the Formula 1 drivers
interact with Dolce Frégate
Provence?

THE RETURN OF
FORMULA ONE
TO THE
CASTELLET
CIRCUIT,
CREATOR OF A
LEGENDARY
CHAMPION.

FORMULA 1, THE VAR REGION AND
THE ECONOMIC WINDFALL
Needless to say, the Var region and many companies like Dolce Frégate
Provence are and will be in a privileged position for a long time.
The Var revives its past and its know-how based on its long history of
Formula 1 expertise. For this event; the return of the Grand Prix de France,
the Paul-Ricard circuit has invested 6.9 million euros. The estimated
benefits are 1 euro for every 5 spent and will mainly stay in the Var, from
Castellet to St-Tropez, including Toulon and coastal towns.
Local hotels all showed good occupancy rates. The state did not participate
in the budget for this event, which amounts to 30 million euros. 21 million
corresponds to the promoters, FOM (Formula One Management) to cover
the event costs. This budget is funded 50% by the ticket office, and the rest
by local grants. The first statistics show 30-40% of French visitors, of whom
40-50% are locals, and about 20% foreigners. The prospects for benefiting
from tourism are excellent, and although there were many French guests
due to the return of the Grand Prix after a 10-year absence, foreign
clientele was not targeted more than necessary to favor regional customers.

“The Castellet or Paul Ricard
circuit is host to this mythical
event in the Var after a decadelong absence. In the words of
Marc Giraud, the Chairman of the
Var General Council: “We are
immensely proud to take on this
challenge! The Var proudly
welcomes the F1 Grand Prix de
France back to the Castellet
circuit.” Alain Prost, crowned 4time world champion, is the only
driver in the world to have won
the Grand Prix de France 4 times,
including 3 consecutive times at
the Paul-Ricard circuit. Born in
1955, and nicknamed "The
Professor" during his career, he
began his career in karting,
winning the France Juniors
championship. His first F1 race
was with McLaren in 1981 in
Argentina. He took his first Grand
Prix de France victory with
Renault-Elf at the Dijon circuit.
Finally, he won at Paul Ricard in
1984, dominating the race from
pole position. In 1989, at Le
Castellet, he achieved best lap
time, pole position and the
victory with an exceptional teammate; Ayrton Senna.
51 victories out of 199 Grand Prix
raced, a legendary champion!

“At regional
level, we are the
biggest
accommodation
providers for the
Grand Prix de
France"

THE VAR FLIES
THE COLORS
OF FORMULA
ONE.

A 4-DAY SESSION IN THE VAR
The Var and its business community is at boiling point on the eve of this
historic event, while local inhabitants prepare for festivities in neighboring
villages. The three-day pass includes many activities and on-site catering
options at a renovated site.
The modern circuit’s figures will make your head spin.
- 48 years of history since 1970
- 65,000 spectators a day and 500 million viewers from all continents.
- speeds of 95km/h to 345 km/h.
- 5G of lateral forces on the pilots' heads in the sweeping Courbe des Signes
"signature curve".
- 5 on-board cameras on an F1 car
- A new 16,000m² paddock
- A press center with a capacity for 500 people
- 20 drivers entered in 10 teams
- Temporary grandstand with 51,000 seats
- A flying club and airport with 11,000 annual movements, a helicopter
transit area for St-Tropez, Nice and Monaco.
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Blue, red, green. Blue like the
Mediterranean, green like the
forests and golf course, but the
red?
When cornering too fast, the
vehicle passes over the first blue
zone with a grip almost like
tarmac. This allows the driver
to correct his trajectory.
“If the speed is higher, entering
the red zone, with a more
abrasive texture, will slow the
car down" explains André Rey,
track manager at the circuit.
Then the drivers can go into the
green!
Added safety comes from the
Tecpro system, a barrier made
from plastic elements that
deforms and absorbs the impact
shock from vehicles exiting the
track. 180 options are proposed
to adjust the layout of this
special F1 circuit, 5.8 km long.
The resulting track features
alternating tight turns, two
straights and a powerful fast
curve as ingredients to
challenge drivers right from the
start.
The track had not been
renovated since the 2000s.
After a face-lift with five
centimeters scraped from the
surface, the track was
resurfaced with a new asphalt,
including the pit lane.

Blue,
red,
green....

HOW DID THE INHOUSE
ORGANIZATION
ADAPT TO HOST
FORMULA ONE
TEAMS?

INTERVIEW WITH THE MANAGER
OF THE DOLCE FRÉGATE
PROVENCE RESORT, GUY ROBERT.
Guy Robert is a genuine coach. He coaches and pushes his teams to
excel. He draws his method from his experience in the hospitality
industry but also applies the values of top competitive sports. He was a
tennis pro and continues to play sport, so he can’t imagine life without
the firm sporting values he instills in the Resort’s teams, applicable
daily both to their failures and successes.

DID YOU MEET ANY DRIVERS?
"I had the privilege of sharing a few moments with Gene Hass, and I
discovered a personality who deserves respect. Today, Romain
Grosjean's choice is justified by the points he regularly wins for the
team.”

“We served about 400 breakfasts
early in the morning, then the
hotel was empty until the
evening, apart from the
restaurant for golfers.
There was no special organization
and, in the evening, no organized
dinners.
Only one official evening was
planned. Some teams returned
late, or were busy with other
commitments. The races set the
pace and nothing could be
planned in advance. The bar
became lively at around 9PM,
with a very friendly atmosphere;
since some of the teams tend to
mingle from the start of the race
weekend.

“The races set
the pace and
nothing could
be planned in
advance”.
The atmosphere was very
friendly and laid back.
It was usual to see all the team
staff in uniform.
We regularly host car and
motorcycle teams for Grand Prix
competitions other than Formula
One.
The teams were happy with their
stay. At the regional level, we are
the main provider for Grand Prix
de France, and outside Marseille
we have the largest capacity."
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WHAT ARE YOUR PERSONAL
THOUGHTS ON THE PAUL RICARD
CIRCUIT? DID SPECTATORS HAVE
PROBLEMS WITH THE ACCESS BY
ROADS?
"I was born in Nevers and have raced at the Magny-Cours circuit. The first
Grand Prix in 1991 had the same difficulties due to traffic, as do many
circuits around the world. The access roads are not designed to absorb so
many vehicles. Only the downtown circuits like Monaco do not suffer
from this problem. Access to the circuit on the first day was
problematic. We have a helipad, but for security reasons the authorities
banned many flights, meaning that drivers wanted to come to the golf
course but were prevented from taking off. That said, the helipad is usable
all year long. The circuit is beautiful, very safe, and many revolutionary
features of Formula One were born on this track.
The environment is superb.The stands are well designed and the turns
before the straight are spectacular."

WHEN THE
FREGATE
DOLCE
PROVENCE
HOSTS THE
TEAMS.
We will not reveal the teams of
paddocks we have hosted, but I
can describe the atmosphere that
prevails in the hotel during this
event, because it is more than a
race, it is a historic event for the
Var. The team staff wander the
facilities and get ready for
action. The teams fly their colors
with the uniforms of their staff,
which changes the hotel’s usual
atmosphere, more accustomed to
conventional looking guests. A
friendly competitive spirit can be
felt between the teams. And it's
not over yet, because several
teams have booked for the future
and we will be pulling out all the
stops when they come.

And it's not
over yet,
because several
teams have
booked for the
future...
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The drivers love to have a
refreshing drink after the race at
the hotel bar with breathtaking
views of the golf course.
Their eyes caress the golf’s
greens, while in the distance the
hues of the Grande Bleue sparkle
under the last glimpses of the
setting sun. A driver loses up to 4
liters of sweat and needs to
rehydrate.
200 heartbeats per minute, 4000
calories burned, 70°C in the cabin
and drinking water at 60°C (more
like tea than water), the repeated
strain of 5G forces.
When we pass next to them, we
do not walk... we slip by in
silence. We don’t disturb them!
Newsletter

